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About This Game

Immerse yourself in the sprawling and fascinating world of road construction! Experience life on the construction site like the
pros, and use heavy equipment and massive machinery. Enter an open world scenario to complete a large variety of assignments.

There's no way you can get bored repairing roads and doing so much more. A wide range of heavy construction equipment
stands ready for your use. Utilise pavement milling, bulky cement mixers, powerful dump trucks, practical mini excavators and

more!

FEATURES

Loads of challenging tasks

An open world with a gravel quarry, port and train station

Lots of special vehicles like the bulldozer, mill and flat bed truck

Diverse missions: fuel aircraft, sell vehicles, dispose of rubble and organise construction materials

Assignments, big and small: repair roads, excavate foundations and repair runways
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A wonderful and surprisingly atmospheric physics-based puzzle game. My only gripe is that it's too short... Took about 2 hours
to complete for me. Highly recommend if it's on sale, though!. Fun little word game. It's nice to have something to kill 5 or 10
minutes. This avid crossword solver approves!

Edit: took me about 10 hours to get the trophies, at which point the only thing to do is dailies. Which should still be about 5
minutes a day every day. Not a bad value.. Well Yah It is Scariest Game and Violent Animations I ever seen, so yah it is the
scariest♥♥♥♥♥♥out there. it's kinda fun. o-o. This game uses Google Analytics without asking for consent nor giving an
option to disable this.. the game had a ight buildup . but the ending..... i will mark the spoilers (even though theres not much to
spoil ) so i did the peggy path cause she was cute af it was all good  untiil she talked trash bout me after i was framed for
robbery  but thats not the worst part  after that it took her a week to be chill with me again and then i go back to newyork the
next part is crazy   when i get to new york it skips 6 years later in the future and me and peggy were togther going somewhere  it
really pisses me off how its such a big gap  also my i was never redemmed they all think im a robber it has big boy plot holes not
only with that  so i was very dissapointed with the ending i feel like i really waisted my time im not sure if its possible to get
another path with peg or not because shes like the only one i like kate is really STUPID . the indian chick is a jerk but she low
key bad also i was very heated when i was accused of that crime i mentioned early i really wanted my dude to go back to new
york .  but when he did i was sad  i really wished things could have played out better . big waste of time so far . i might try a
diffrent path i guess but peggy is best girl . 2/5 stars

. Well that was surprisingly addictive...

Got this from the dev while demoing the game at PAX AUS, super simple, amazingly deep.

I am sure I was going to bed an hour ago...but ....ONE MORE LINE!
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IT'S CHUUNI.
IT'S CHUUNI AS F**K,. very bad game and there is no players to play with. Only one thing is good in this game and that is
music in min menu. Not worth buying.. This is a great party game! It really makes you want to chat about the answers with the
other players, and some of the awkward questions got REALLY awkwards... would recommend!. I never knew killing Llama's
could be so fun. Better drop out of school so that I can become a pro.. imagine cossacks as a fantasy game and you get heroes of
annihilated empires (+ hero gameplay like warcraft 3). Muito divertido feito por brasileiro, espero que cresça o número dee
players. I like it. Felt like Puzzle Agent; however, I prefer puzzle agent at how their jokes were better. Still, this game is very
good and worth it.. All Pop Cap's games are just perfect. Easy to learn, "plug & play" but, with increasing difficulty and clear
instructions before every new thing to learn. Intense rythm, you are always clicking the mouse, no time to rest. Original, they
can be based on anything else but they do their own way and with outstanding imagination. The right difficulty at the right time,
to maintain the interest. Variated play modes. Ridiculous simple controls, usually just the mouse and their two buttons, some
times the arrows pad is also neeced but, that's all. Very good music and sound effects....
Well, if you already played Zuma, you know what I mean but, they have other interesting titles and this is one of them.
Highly recommeded for casual tmes, when you are in a hurry and want to play just a bit or, for that "in between big games"
time.. With some work could become really good cartoon FPS
-Huge ammount of lags
-In this time it´ s not very good so need it will need a lot of work which will take some time. Bland. Very bland. I thought it
would play like a modern Darius Gaiden, but I was sorely mistaken.

Pass on it.
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